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The Digest of South African Architecture is the official
publication endorsed by the SA Institute of Architects. This
magazine is a showcase of the finest work completed by South
African Architects each year.

The Digest of South African Architecture offers appropriate
editorial content focusing on innovative designs, technical
advances and fresh concepts. A showcase for new
developments, this publication serves as an ongoing source of
reference for professionals and students in South Africa.
Published as a full-colour, glossy and perfect-bound volume,
the editorial content is selected from national submissions
by the South African Institute of Architects. Submissions are
received, cited and published based on criteria that include
such concerns as the environment, geographical and cultural
authenticity of each project.

The Digest of South African Architecture reaches its target
market through its niche distrubution network of members
of the South African Institute of Architects, allied professionals,
quantity surveyors, students, municipalities (town planners)
and interior designers. It is also available to members of the
public at select newsstands annually in February.
As an annual publication, advertising space in the Digest
is limited and in demand so early booking is advisable. We
would like to take this opportunity to extend an invitation to
your company to feature in this widely read, highly regarded
reference publication.
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RATES
African Architecture is

distributed to:
• Architects and allied professions
09 Arca_buscor terminal.indd 106
• African universities
• Civil and structural engineers
•	CEOs and senior specifiers of construction
companies and the building trade
•	CNA, Exclusive Books and selected outlets
(RNA)
• Electrical and mechanical engineers
•	IID (Institute of Interior Design Professionals)
mailingCourtyard
list House
• ILASA (Institute for Landscape Architecture 		
in South Africa)
• Land and quantity surveyors
• Municipalities – town planners
• Project managers
• Student Congress
• Subscriptions, tradeshows and exhibitions
• SAIA branches
• UDISA
The initial high-level programmatic
arrangement provided a unit typology Situated in the high-density residential estate
designed around a linear distribution of Gift Acres in Lynnwood Ridge, Pretoria,
Courtyard House is positioned on a narrow
Lynnwood
Ridge, Pretoria,
Gauteng
the primary
programme
where all living
stand measuring only 12 m in width. With
functions have access to external balconies
The conceptual underpinning of the
a steep northern slope and natural rocky
andAnthrop
oceanArchitects
views from almost any vantage
project was generated from the following Architects:
outcrops, one of the design challenges was
Project Team: Roald Meyer
point.
Unfortunately,
this configurationtodid
not the footprint of the building to
observations:
minimise
Structural
Engineers:
CJG Consulting
Contractor:
Hay Bot
Projects
support
the
maximum bulk appendedcreate
to thethe maximum usable outdoor living
Photographer: Dewald van
space. Accessing the stand from the south,
site
and,
consequently,
some
‘conventional’
• Durban offers a year-long outdoor
Helsdingen
visitors arrive at street level, and are then
Architects were designed and accomunit typologies
lifestyle thanks to its subtropical climate.Text: Anthrop
guided down a cascading staircase to the
modated in the layouts.
Historically, a particular architectural
25° 46’09.3”S
double-volume entrance and front door.
28° 17’44.0”E
typology evolved into what is now
described as the traditional Natal veranda The project offers a variety of two-, threeConceptually the house is divided into two
and four-bedroom apartments, with three
house. This example presents internal
blocks separated by a courtyard, and stitched
double-storey spatially volumetric duplexes
accommodation that is wrapped with
together by a third block that contains the
multi-level
are staircase core linking the various
covered outdoor space, offering protection and a high-level penthouse, all of which
levels.
to The smaller footprint of the lower
from both the sun and inclement weather, positioned to ensure privacy and access
levels creates a plinth on which the oversized
ocean views. Owing to a required economic
while providing maximum interaction with
upper levels can rest. The tension between
efficiency, the units are all prescribed in a
the surrounding environment.
these blocks is further emphasised by the
similar fashion; balconies, however, undulate
• Owing to developmental economies,
offset of materials that create a shadowline
and the units extrude back and forth, between the upper and lower levels. Natural
most contemporary apartment buildings
presenting a dynamic spatial typologyrock
thatcladding, excavated from the stand and
offer generic units within controlled,
making reference to the surrounding natural
offers individuality and differential spatial
economically efficient building envelopes,
qualities to all units and experiences. rocky
The outcrops, is used throughout the design.
resulting in a ‘one size fits all’ scenario.
interiors engage with the outdoor spaces via
The temperate climate of the region allows
expansive glazed frontages, allowing extensive
With these two considerations in mind, the
the building to have large glass sliding doors
interaction with the views to offer integrated
intention was, first, to blur the boundary
living environments.
between the internal and external
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Full colour page		

R21 000

Full colour half page		

R16 000
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R35 000
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SPECIFICATIONS
Double page spread 275mm (h) x 440mm (w)
			
285mm (h) x 450mm (w) incl 5mm bleed

that open onto the courtyard, establishing
a strong relationship with the outdoor
landscape. These sliding doors on either
side of the north-facing living space allow
for maximum cross-ventilation, lowering
the temperature of the interior space in
the summer months. Each north-facing
bedroom has large doors opening onto a
patio, sheltered from the sun by broad roof
overhangs. To the west of the house, the
harsh sunlight is filtered through timberand-steel sliding panels, casting an array
of shadows into the interior.
On the lower level, the social spaces are
linked by means of an internal walkway and
outdoor courtyard. The garage is located on
the middle level, enabling southern access
into the house. The upper levels contain
the private spaces: bedrooms with en suite
bathrooms. Various cool to warm shades of
architectural greys are balanced with warm
timber surfaces in both vertical and horizontal
applications.
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275mm (h) x 2 20mm (w)
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Half horizontal		

128mm (h) x 210mm (w)

Half vertical		

265mm (h) x 100mm (w)

FULL MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS WILL BE SENT ON RECEIPT OF
ADVERTISING ORDER.
DPS

Forming part of the green brief, the hidden
water-collection tanks gather rainwater from
the flat roofs to irrigate the garden.

Full page

2

Half
horizontal

3
Site plan
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environments in order to accentuate
interactivity with the favourable environmental
locale and, secondly, to create individual
and differential unit typologies that would
represent the individuality of each tenant.

This exclusive apartment development is
situated on the last remaining panoramic
locality along Herrwood Drive on Umhlanga
Ridge in KwaZulu-Natal. The site offered a
consolidation of two of the four remaining
plots between Autumn Drive and Summer
View Road, and the brief sought a solution
that would maximise the available bulk
permitted for the site.
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